The Journal Usage Statistics Portal (JUSP)

The Journal Usage Statistics Portal (JUSP) provides a “one-stop shop” for libraries to view, download and analyse their usage reports from NESLi2 publishers http://www.jisc-collections.ac.uk/nesli2/. It responds to current financial challenges with time and cost saving benefits.

JUSP Enhancements

We are continuing to work with a group of pilot libraries to test and evaluate JUSP enhancements. In development of the subscribed journal title reports we’re testing methods of marking up subscribed titles so that they display in various JUSP reports.

In the publisher deals enhancement we’ve worked on the Elsevier Freedom Collection, various Sage and Project Muse collections to identify which titles are included in the deal.

Constructive feedback from pilot libraries continues to inform development of these enhancements. We’ll provide more detail on these developments next month.

JUSP Libraries

123 UK higher education libraries are now participating in JUSP with several in the process of joining. We would like to welcome all libraries that have recently joined JUSP. New libraries include the Courtauld Institute of Art, Queens University Belfast, University of Bedfordshire and the Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC).

SUSHI

We are currently working with Emerald Publishing, Wiley Blackwell and Edinburgh University Press (EUP) and hope to implement SUSHI for these publishers in coming months.

We have also been working with Ex Libris and expect that JUSP will be added as a UStat SUSHI vendor shortly. We’ll announce a date for this development via our mailing list.

Events

Members of the JUSP team will be speaking at a variety of events in November.

A session on JUSP will be a presented at Online Information 2011 on 29th November.

JUSP also features in a CILIP University, College and Research Group event in Durham on 15th November 2011.

Finally, JUSP will be included in the session ‘Managing e-resources’ at the JISC Collections 2011 Conference and AGM on 24th November 2011.

Links to further information about the sessions are available from the events section of the JUSP website.

Presentations will be made available from this page shortly afterwards.

Contact Us

You can keep up-to-date with project developments by visiting our website www.jusp.mimas.ac.uk. We welcome your views on your experience of using the website and portal. Please get in touch if you have comments, questions or ideas for future developments.

Email jusp@mimas.ac.uk